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Introduction

Results: Critical perspectives on AA and Academic Support

The HE sector has long recognized the importance of the
role of the academic adviser or personal tutor “in helping
students through rough times and to keep working”
(Chickering and Gamson, 1987:7). Similarly research by
NUS (Thomas, 2014) indicated that time with a personal
tutor improves the overall student experience and that
students value face to face interactions for learning and
support (Kandiko & Mawer 2013). The uncertainty of the
end of the pandemic is a context that would appear to
place even more emphasis on this student-facing role. This
led us to consider our students’ recent experiences of
Academic Advising and their perceptions of academic
support more generally. These questions drove this small
research project reported here.

Failure to connect
“It’s kind of weird because they don’t know who I am or I don’t particularly know who they are, because it’s just on a screen, you don’t really ever
interact with them on a one-to-one level’

Sensitivity to tenor of staff response
Students commented that teaching staff largely ‘have not been very helpful’, ‘are just here to do the job and then leave’, ‘don’t really care’ and
‘sometimes look down on you’. Several students commented that when they requested additional guidance, this was not forthcoming. ‘I know
teachers in university have to be quite distant […] they can't hold your hand for the whole experience. But I was quite surprised as to how distant
they were [compared] to other universities’ . Participants described feeling ‘isolated’, ‘stupid’, ‘betrayed’, ‘silly’ or ‘downgraded’. Others expressed
apprehension that, as a student, ‘if you’re wrong, you’re [perceived as] bad’.

Fear and Anxiety
‘It’s kind of scary asking at university and trying to get that support, because it’s not an easy task to go ask a lecturer about a question that you
had in the seminar and stuff, because you’re worried other people will, like, judge you and talk about you and such. Because sometimes I get
scared to ask, because I’m wondering, does anybody else have the same question or am I just stupid here?’

Unmet Expectations for support
‘The academic advisors, they are not doing anything at all. […] Since we started in 2018, we had just one meeting […] they are not helping, they
are not advising anything academically […] I expect them to, like, communicate with us: “How are you doing? […] How are you finding your
course? Have you got any difficulties? Is there any way we can help you?”... There was nothing like that’.

Methods
Recent internal OBU student focus groups and surveys
(see table below) were analysed to identify student
perspectives on Academic Advising and provision of
Academic Support. What is presented here is a summary
of our findings presented to foreground the student voice.

Absence of academic support
A number of students felt they received less instructional scaffolding than they wanted or expected. ‘So many people on my course still don’t know
what Harvard referencing is, it’s not just me […] Every single feedback we get, it just says Harvard referencing and we don’t know what that is. I
think we should just get a lecture about Harvard referencing’

Student difficulties interpreting feedback ‘I’d think it was really good and then the lecturer’s would basically tell me it was awful and … I
would be really confused as to why it was so bad.’ ‘

Table 1 Summary source student voice data
Focus of study
Experiences of students from BAME
backgrounds
Experiences of care experienced and
estranged students
Evaluation of OBU's contextual
admissions policy

Methods
Focus groups and
interviews
Narrative interviews

Participants (N)
12

Mixed methods

Teaching and learning interventions to
close the awarding gap

Focus groups

30 student responses to
online survey
5 student interviews
1 x 5 students

11

Results: Features of Effective Models of AA and Academic Support
Being recognised and acknowledged individually is hugely important to students
Challenges
of help seeking
‘Even
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I’m from.
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more
in detail’
‘[Mywork
tutor]
knows
a little bit about my situation, […] she is amazing, she is really supportive and I
can be honest with her’

Academic support and guidance is not limited to 1:1 appointments
Whole cohort instruction and small group work can establish new ways of learning. ‘I really enjoy the
seminars, to be honest, I think they gave me the support that I always felt like I needed when I was
at school. […] just having it there was quite... reassuring’
‘In a way I think it’s a bit better now [than before the pandemic] because they do the Q&A sessions
on top of the seminars and the normal lectures, whereas in person you’d only have the lecture and
seminar, they wouldn’t do the Q&A sessions.’

Students value embedded, disciplinary specific, learning to learn.
Specific modules and courses which used organised, small group tutorials and drew on a range of
individuals to support learning, were identified as particularly effective . ‘That [module] was probably
the most help that I had compared to the other modules that I did throughout the entire year […] I
was really happy with it actually […] I kept on going to my English teacher to ask for help.’

Students value learning with and from peers
‘Our student co-ordinators,[peer leaders] they made a group chat for [our specialism] specifically, and that’s been really nice. That’s been like, if you
have like a general query on coursework or anything, you can be like, “Oh, guys, does anyone have any good resources for this [….}I find that quite
helpful, and just to know the names and stuff. Last semester, a few people, I messaged independently quite a lot’
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Conclusions
Acknowledging the small sample size, this analysis of internal
student voice research has a number of practical implications.
AA practice and academic support across the university appears
extremely variable. This appears to pre-date the pandemic.
OBU Principles of AA (Oxford Brookes University, 2016) do not
appear to be being applied consistently across the institution
as a whole.
Procedural failures in AA appear to be interpreted by students as
a lack of care and concern.
These failures generate an atmosphere of anxiety among a
significant portion of students in this sample, which is a poor
basis for learning (Gibbs, 2014)
Effective models of AA and support identified by this sample of
students are disciplinary specific, a feature that is highly
valued by the students commenting.
Models of support students identify as effective diverge
significantly from the agreed institutional minimum.
These models use a range of interaction models (small group
and 1:1) and personnel (including student peers) to support
group cohesion and community building.
When student expectations concerning academic support are
not challenged and recalibrated for HE this confirms the
finding that poor academic advising is worse than no advising
at all (Yale, 2017).
Further research would be required to ascertain whether these
findings are representative of student perceptions of academic
support provision and AA across the wider university. Further
research is recommended to identify and disseminate models of
effective practice currently in use.

